Dear Friends and Colleagues,

I hope the year has been good to you! Here at DuneCraft, it has been a year characterized by innovation! I think you will like what you find in the pages of this preview catalog.

Our newest glass terrarium line, the Double Bubbles, are unique and unlike any terrarium created, glass or otherwise! We have five kinds in the initial selection to choose from. I designed these and had them custom made, which is why there is nothing out there like them.

Our Flowing Water Habitat combines plants, animals, and moving water in one complete dynamic package! The included powerful submersible pump moves the water to the top of a small waterfall where it travels through two ponds and a small stream and down a small waterfall.

We know you will fall in love with our new character mini domes. Grow a variety of different kinds of plants and get to know them! These use the new and popular mini dome format. Also check out all our other new offerings.

DuneCraft was also the proud recipient of two prestigious awards this year including the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award Finalist and the Inside Cleveland Business NEO Success Award. DuneCraft was picked from hundreds of applicants to win these awards, and we are honored to have been selected.

If you will be coming to the Dallas Toy Preview, we will be in booth 214 on the 12th floor. Please email or call to set up your time to meet.

Thanks for all your support, interest, and enthusiasm through the years. It has sustained DuneCraft and allowed us to flourish. We will keep coming out with fun, unique, and innovative products as we continue to fill out our primary and adjacent categories.

If you ever happen to find yourself in Cleveland, be sure to set up a visit to our offices. It would be worth the visit. Our botanical garden setting is like no other, and my gallery is here too. As always, please feel free to reach out to me or my staff if you have any questions, ideas, concerns, or want to place an order.

Best Regards,

Grant Cleveland
CEO, President, and Founder

Add character to any windowsill with DuneCraft’s new line of Character Mini Domes! Eight brand new character themed gardens, such as Franki Fly Trap and Robert Radish, once again confirm DuneCraft’s belief that fun and education can coexist. Each kit includes the dome top and bottom, soil, seeds, gravel and instructions.

DuneCraft understands the importance of teaching children how vital plants and the environment are to themselves and everyone else. Families often have limited opportunities to connect with the natural environment. These kits are a fun learning path to fascinating plants that will please the tiniest of gardeners. Many scientific research studies and publications have documented the benefits of connecting to nature. Collectively, these studies show that children’s social, psychological, academic and physical health is positively enhanced when they have daily interaction with nature.

We Independently Verify Our Products

We submit our items to independent testing laboratories to ensure their safety. We also enter many of our items into award programs all over the country. Every year, our items win more and more recognition as they win more prestigious awards.
Includes 4 Planting Areas, Seeds, and Fun Decorative Accessories to Customize Your Pet’s Home!

Item #: FR-0595
Case Pack: 4, Unit Size: 18.25” x 8.75” x 12”

Raise a tree frog, hermit crab, newt, lizard or even a turtle in our eco-friendly habitat where your beloved creatures will be spoiled by a flowing river with variable depths and be surrounded by the lush foliage of a variety of the plants they prefer! Watch as water flows through your terrarium with our powerful pump. The amazing habitat has four planting holes, a multi-depth pool with a see through side, several sitting ledges and much more! The lid has our special positive lock system to make sure the lid can’t fall off and always stays on. Best yet, your Ultimate Habitat comes with everything you need including seeds and germination mixture – just add water!

Case Pack: 24, Unit Size: 5.5” x 2.25” x 5.5”

New Biblical Gardens

Bring the bible home to your windowsill! Extending their line of religious based products, DuneCraft is excited to introduce the new Burning Bush Sprout N Grow and the exquisitely colorful Joseph’s Coat Mini Dome – a brand new line being introduced in 2016. Step into biblical times with some of the most notorious and colorful plants DuneCraft has to offer! Each kit includes soil, seeds and sprouting container.

Item #: MD-0539
Case Pack: 12, Unit Size: 6” x 5.75” x 4.875”

New Mini Fun Science Kits!

What can make a garden more fun than Zombies tearing around it? Maybe unusual Zombie plants that grow brains and more! This frightful garden even comes with spooky gravel that glows to illuminate the madness at night. These spine tingling plants are quick to sprout and guaranteed to grow!

Item #: MD-0530
Case Pack: 12, Unit Size: 4.5” x 4.5” x 4.5”

Zombie Mini Dome!

Item #: MD-0529
Case Pack: 12, Unit Size: 4.5” x 4.5” x 4.5”

Item #: MD-0539
Case Pack: 12, Unit Size: 6” x 5.75” x 4.875”

Flowing Water Garden Habitat!

The Perfect Habitat for Tree Frogs, Turtles, Newts, and More!

Includes a Multi-Level Pool with Viewing Area and a Locking Lid with a Feeding Door for Easy Access!

Item #: PF-0340
Case Pack: 24, Unit Size: 5.5” x 2.25” x 5.5”

Item #: MM-0341
Case Pack: 24, Unit Size: 5.5” x 2.25” x 5.5”

Item #: MD-0539
Case Pack: 12, Unit Size: 6” x 5.75” x 4.875”

New Mini Fun Science Kits!
Introducing DuneCraft's newest edition to our glass terrarium line, the Double Bubble.

These terrariums contain a mixture of exciting, flamboyant and interesting plant seeds. They require minimal watering and care. Plant, place on windowsill and watch them sprout to life! Bring nature indoors with one of the five different themed terrariums such as the Exotic Escape, Desert Oasis, Color Explosion, Fragrant Flowers and Tropical Trees. Each style comes with the double bubble glass terrarium, soil, seeds and instructions. Anyone can grow plants in a glass terrarium, so get growing today!

Item #: DD-0742
Grow one of the most indispensable and useful plants in the world! There are 200 biologically active compounds in this amazing plant that have helped to treat more than 250 human health problems. Aloe is also different from most house plants in that it releases oxygen at night and removes carbon dioxide from the air.

This special collection of cacti is so unusual it's out of this world! This deluxe mix includes the cacti classics Giant Sagauro, Golden Barrel, and more! When the first explorers came to the Americas they thought cacti were quite possibly from space as they had never seen any plants like them before.

The Double Bubble gives you more space and double the fun! Perfect for the office or home, these lush miniature landscapes are refreshing sights and make for relaxing scenery all year long.

Item #: DD-0744
Capture the mystique and beauty of the rainforest with the exotic China Doll Plant. This fast-growing plant features small, shiny, intricately-patterned leaves that create a soft, delicate, distinctive look. Clean and handsome, the foliage has a subtle sub-tropical style that compliments most any other plant.

A Native to the rainforest, with glossy green leaflets attached at a central point on each leaf like the sections of an umbrella, giving it an alternate common name of umbrella tree. This plant is very resistant to various weather conditions and is easy to maintain, indoors or out.

Item #: DD-0745
Tantalize your senses with the sweet smell of Alyssum. The flowers and fragrance will attract butterflies and hummingbirds. In medieval times, Alyssum was associated with cures for insanity, hence its old common name of Madwort. They will produce many seeds and will naturally spread themselves outdoors.

Ne m’oubliez pas is French for Forget-Me-Not. This lovely flower was first named by the French. They believed that after God made the world there was a small flower that called out because it had received no color, then, God gave it a beautiful shade of blue which is a symbol for love in many cultures.

Agapanthus, also known as the African Blue Lily, is the aristocrat of Australia. This regal flower was an sign of culture and wealth in Australia. In addition to its rich bloodline, this lovely flowering plant is hearty, and very long lasting. These plants require lots of sunlight and do well growing near other plants.

Eucalyptus is a fast growing majestic tree that can grow up to 300 feet tall and live for over 250 years! It is a useful tree and supplies plywood, particleboard, paper pulp and a variety of other items commonly found in homes. Eucalyptus also has many medicinal properties and is found in cough drops and decongestants!

Even though this easy to grow tropical plant is native to Madagascar, it flourishes anywhere. The leaves of this delightful plant will have colorful white, red, pink, and rose splashes covering them in less than 2 months! These spots are actually a form of “figurative patterning” just like the stripes on a zebra.

These fantastic plants boast an array of beautiful multi-colored leaves. They are easy to sprout and grow and will fill your glass terrarium with color in just a few weeks. In Victorian times Rainbow Plants were used in carpet beds. They were also a favorite houseplant in Java and the old world tropics.
Weird and Wacky Plantlife Coloring Book

Color a Garden of Exotic Plants!
Explore the incredible variety of plantlife from our grow-it-yourself kits. Full-page images to color, accompanied by fascinating captions about each plant!

Contact Us!
Phone: 800.306.4168
440.220.2163
Fax: 800.306.4167
E-Mail: info@dunecraft.com
Web: www.dunecraft.com

28 Beautifully Illustrated Plants!

Our Items Are Proudly Made in the USA!
All Our Items Are 100% Guaranteed to Grow!

www.dunecraft.com